had a great time of learning together. Some of the highlights included:

The entire SON Team was together for a week at the Morogoro Workshop. We

A TANZANIAN TALE FROM TODD........

moment. Two days later we are pulled over by another traffic police officer in an area

driving with defective tires. These tickets were issued in August of 2021, in an area of

picture of my license and WhatApp it to the first contact in the TRA. He says it will be

So it was about this time when Ann sent out a prayer request

of the citations and the truck was parked at our house as well as a copy of the recent

procedure to renew your driver's license and plates. Here in Tanzania there is not

The Spirit and the Bride say "Come!", And let him who hears say, "Come!", whoever is thirsty, let

A refresher for some and the first time for others learning how to teach and facilitate

a meeting and is not available until the afternoon. She offers to give me his phone

definitely agrees that 18 years of driving in Tanzania proves that I was competent.

As an aside, most expats here in Tanzania take a different approach in interactions

get anything done. After this fiasco, I decided to try this "back alley" service. I was

A service project at Rahab & Stephen's church near the workshop where

people for Kids Club and dug a rubbish pit.

For us, along with the entire SON Team to place trust in God each and

Lord, especially Charles, Dismas, Emmanuel, Dennis, Nixon, Yusto &

For protection from sickness for the SON Team, there is a lot of "mafua"

Saimon.

For protection from sickness for the SON Team, there is a lot of "mafua"

Everyone in Michigan complains about the Secretary of State Office and the

training and Dismas. There were no problems during my 18 years driving in Tanzania. The two of them agreed that they
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an arm! How can you drive? You can't drive! I explained that I have had no

To my

Mail delivery via the post office doesn't work. To my

Note that there is a difference between "regular police" and "traffic police".

Region...